
ARE YOU WITH  or 

ARE YOU WITH MAN? 
 

Don’t we the people on earth see the corruption upon our nation? Seeing people violent, one another? 

Don’t we know that Earth was ruined before , and the earth was filled with violence. It was 

ruined because all flesh (mankind) had corrupted their way upon this world. Instructions of the Ark were 

given to Noah that day. Told Noah, “The end of all flesh is coming before Me, for the earth is filled with 

violence because of their own selfishness.”  

Same reasons why the cities of Sodom and Gomorrah was destroyed because of their 

wickedness – according to Genesis book that talked about Noah’s and Lot’s Day. 

People were destroyed because they have no good knowledge of how to live right; again, this is 

happening in our nation today. People and leaders today refused to learn and accept HIS 

WORDS. This is why also will refuse to let us be priests for HIM. We all have forgotten 

the true law of our Creator ONE, so HE will forget the children on earth. They became proud. 

They sinned more and more against , so HE will change their honor to shame. – Just like 

what Hosea 4:6-7 said.  

We the people have kept sinning like we think not, do not bother to check what the words of 

say about our doing according to HIS law. This includes breaking and ignoring all of the 

Sabbatical law. Dishonoring the memorial special days which establish these days to 

honor HIM for a reasons. Yet, we the people have been worshipping someone else who isn’t 

great or marvel. Who cannot salvation us, or heal us, nor deliver us whole good. ONLY , 

the I AM who I AM, the alpha who can do all the great things on earth. No one else beside HIM 

can do such great things on earth. HE is the ONLY KING who we should look upon to, the 

Almighty, Father, Master, and our great Mentor.  

To whom would you chose to follow, honor, and be aside with? ARE YOU WITH  or ARE YOU WITH 
MAN? 


